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Objective: Administration of placebo
can result in a clinical response indistin-
guishable from that seen with active anti-
depressant treatment. Functional brain
correlates of this phenomenon have not
been fully characterized.

Method: Changes in brain glucose me-
tabolism were measured by using positron
emission tomography in hospitalized
men with unipolar depression who were
administered placebo as part of an inpa-
tient imaging study of fluoxetine. Com-
mon and unique response effects to ad-
ministration of placebo or fluoxetine
were assessed after a 6-week, double-
blind trial.

Results: Placebo response was associated
with regional metabolic increases involv-
ing the prefrontal, anterior cingulate, pre-
motor, parietal, posterior insula, and pos-
terior cingulate and metabolic decreases
involving the subgenual cingulate, para-
hippocampus, and thalamus. Regions of
change overlapped those seen in respond-

ers administered active fluoxetine. Fluoxe-
tine response, however, was associated
with additional subcortical and limbic
changes in the brainstem, striatum, ante-
rior insula, and hippocampus, sources of
efferent input to the response-specific re-
gions identified with both agents.

Conclusions: The common pattern of cor-
tical glucose metabolism increases and
limbic-paralimbic metabolism decreases
in placebo and fluoxetine responders sug-
gests that facilitation of these changes may
be necessary for depression remission, re-
gardless of treatment modality. Clinical im-
provement in the group receiving placebo
as part of an inpatient study is consistent
with the well-recognized effect that alter-
ing the therapeutic environment may
significantly contribute to reducing clinical
symptoms. The additional subcortical and
limbic metabolism decreases seen uniquely
in fluoxetine responders may convey addi-
tional advantage in maintaining long-term
clinical response and in relapse prevention.

(Am J Psychiatry 2002; 159:728–737)

There is little debate as to the power of the placebo ef-
fect in controlled short-term clinical trials of antidepres-
sants, as well as in other medical and surgical treatments
(1–3). Placebo response in the acute phase of antidepres-
sant trials has often been seen as an unavoidable and dis-
tracting consequence inherent in the assessment of any
given treatment intervention—whether cognitive, phar-
macological, or surgical (4–11). While continuation stud-
ies (12–16) have repeatedly demonstrated an advantage of
maintenance medication over continued placebo admin-
istration in preventing relapse and recurrence, the pres-
ence of a significant placebo effect with short-term ad-
ministration provides a unique opportunity to examine
brain mechanisms mediating clinical antidepressant re-
sponse unencumbered by nonspecific drug, lesion, or
learning effects evoked by medication, surgery, or cogni-
tive therapy.

Positron emission tomography (PET) measures of re-
gional glucose metabolism have proven to be sensitive in-
dices of brain function in patients both in the untreated
depressed state (17–24) and after disparate treatments
(24–38). Functional changes in cortical (dorsal and ventral
prefrontal, anterior temporal, inferior parietal), limbic-
paralimbic (anterior, subgenual, and posterior cingulate;

hippocampus; amygdala; anterior and posterior insula)
and subcortical (basal ganglia, thalamus, brainstem) re-
gions have also been described after various types of treat-
ments, including medication, sleep deprivation, ECT, re-
petitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, and ablative
surgery. Normalization of frontal hypometabolism is the
best-replicated finding, seen mainly with medication
treatment (25–31). Decreases in glucose metabolism in
limbic and paralimbic regions, varying with drug treat-
ment, are more common in studies of sleep deprivation,
ECT, and surgery (29–38). There are surprisingly few data
available on functional brain changes associated with cog-
nitive interventions (39, 40), despite the repeated evi-
dence that these strategies are of equal efficacy to drugs in
alleviating core features in depressed patients with mild to
moderately severe illness (41–44). Studies characterizing
consistent changes common to treatment with different
modes of action (39, 40, 45) are also sparse, as is the litera-
ture concerning the variability of regional effects associ-
ated with response to different treatments (46). We know
of no PET studies of brain changes associated with pla-
cebo administration.

This study examined changes in regional brain glucose
metabolism associated with placebo response in patients
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with major depression who were participating in a dou-
ble-blind, placebo-controlled PET imaging study of the ef-
fects of the antidepressant fluoxetine (28, 29). We hypoth-
esized the existence of a common pattern of regional
metabolic changes with clinical response, independent of
whether a patient was given active or inactive medication,
with response to active fluoxetine showing additional re-
gional changes reflective of drug-specific effects.

Method

Treatment Protocol

Seventeen unmedicated depressed men (age: mean=49 years,
SD=9; current episode duration: mean=18 weeks, SD=2; score on
17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale: mean=22, SD=5,
score on Mini-Mental State Examination: mean=29, SD=2) with
symptoms requiring treatment were recruited from the inpatient
psychiatry unit at the Audie L. Murphy Memorial Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital in San Antonio, Tex. The clinical diagnosis
of a major depressive episode, unipolar type, was confirmed by
two independent psychiatrists using DSM-IV criteria and a struc-
tured psychiatric interview (47). None of the enrolled subjects
was considered treatment resistant by history. Exclusion criteria
included a history of neurological disease, head trauma, or other
axis I psychiatric diagnoses, as well as having current psychotic
symptoms, substance abuse, antidepressant treatment within the
preceding month, previous nonresponse to fluoxetine, or previ-
ous ECT. Written informed consent was obtained from all sub-
jects, and the study was conducted as approved by the institu-
tional review board of the University of Texas Health Science
Center.

The patients were treated on an inpatient research unit for 6
weeks. The patients were randomly assigned, with use of a dou-
ble-blind study design, to either fluoxetine, 20 mg/day, fixed dose,
or placebo. Additionally, all patients received the therapeutic
benefits of the standard ward milieu, which included daily indi-
vidual meetings with the treating physician, group therapy, and
various ward activities. The patients did not receive interpersonal
psychotherapy or cognitive behavior therapy during the 6 weeks.
The patients, treating physicians, ward personnel, and PET imag-
ing team remained blind to the specific substance received dur-
ing the full 6-week study.

Imaging Studies

Regional cerebral glucose metabolism was measured with
standard methods (48) in all patients by using [18F]fluorodeoxy-
glucose (FDG) and PET before and after 1 and 6 weeks of admin-
istration of fluoxetine or placebo. For each scan, a 5-mCi dose of
FDG was injected intravenously, with image acquisition begin-
ning after 40 minutes (scan duration: 20 minutes; GE/Scandi-
tronix 4096 [General Electric, Milwaukee]; 15 parallel slices; 6.5-
mm, center-to-center interslice distance; measured attenuation
correction with transmission scans; reconstructed with a Hann
filter; final in-plane resolution: 7.0 mm, full width at half maxi-
mum). The absolute glucose utilization rate was not calculated.

All scans were acquired with the patients in the supine position,
awake, in the resting state, with eyes closed and ears uncovered.
The patients were checked every 10 minutes to ensure they were
not asleep. The subjects were not explicitly instructed to monitor
their mood state or to perform any specific cognitive task. This ap-
proach was aimed at examining regional effects associated with
illness remission without the potential interpretive confounds in-
troduced by explicit manipulation of affective or cognitive states

(29, 49). A debriefing session after the uptake period documented
compliance with the instructions in all subjects. The patients did
not smoke in the 60 minutes before FDG injection. An anatomical
magnetic resonance imaging scan was also acquired in each sub-
ject for spatial transformation of the PET data, region-of-interest
analysis, and parametric image display (Elscint Gyrex 2T-DLX
[Haifa, Israel]; three-dimensional gradient/recall acquisition in
the steady state; TR=33 msec; TE=12 msec; flip angle=60°; vol-
ume=256×256×127; spatial resolution=1 mm3).

Data Analysis

Overall clinical improvement was quantified at the 1-week and
6-week PET sessions by using the Hamilton Depression Rating
Scale (50) and a computerized battery of standardized behavioral
tests targeting mood, motor performance, and cognition, with
special emphasis on motor performance, information-process-
ing speed, and executive functioning (51). Included were tests of
simple and choice reaction times, versions of the Stroop and
Trails tests, tests of verbal fluency, and tests of fine and gross mo-
tor coordination. Responders were defined as having a minimum
of 50% decrease in Hamilton depression scale scores relative to
those at baseline (50, 52).

State-related changes in regional glucose metabolism (after
treatment versus baseline) were detected by using change distri-
bution analysis (53) and interpreted by using coordinates and
Brodmann’s areas from the Talairach and Tournoux atlas of the
brain (54). Value and spatially normalized images were first tri-
linearly interpolated, resampled (60 slices, 8-mm3 voxels), and
Gaussian-filtered to a final resolution of 9.9 mm (full width at half
maximum) (55). A voxel-by-voxel subtraction using the pairs for
the targeted condition was next performed for each individual.
Within-subject differences were then averaged across subjects,
creating a grand-mean-difference image for each contrast. A
beta-2 statistic measuring kurtosis of the histogram of the differ-
ence image (change distribution curve) was used as an omnibus
test to assess overall significance (56). The beta-2 test was imple-
mented with MIPS software (Research Imaging Center, San Anto-
nio, Tex.) in a manner similar to that of the gamma-2 statistic (53).
The beta-2 improves on the gamma-2 by using a better estimate
of the degrees of freedom, i.e., the number of “resyls” in the PET
images (57). The omnibus test was followed by a maxima and
minima search to identify local extrema within a search volume
measuring 125 mm3 (58).

To facilitate reporting and visualization of these maxima and
minima, group-mean-subtraction images were converted post
hoc to statistical parametric images of z scores on the basis of the
variance of all local changes within the subtraction images (Fig-
ure 1). Locations of focal maxima and minima exceeding a z score
of 2.6 (p<0.01) were determined, with the peak voxel of each area
described in x, y, and z coordinates as millimeters relative to the
anterior commissure.

Six-week versus baseline and 1-week versus baseline compari-
sons were computed separately for placebo-responder and drug-
responder groups. The 6-week response effect with placebo ad-
ministration was the primary focus of this study. Anatomical con-
cordance (and discordance) of focal maxima and minima across
contrasts (response effect: changes in placebo versus fluoxetine
responders) was defined as common (or different) Brodmann’s
area identifiers for the coordinate locations (59), as well as evi-
dence of anatomical overlap in the extent of significant activa-
tions or deactivations seen with the use of a logical contrast of two
z score maps (Figure 2) (28). Comparisons of 1-week versus 6-
week regional metabolic changes in fluoxetine-treated patients
(both responders and nonresponders) were the subject of a previ-
ous report (29).
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Results

Symptom remission was seen in eight of the 15 study
completers. Breaking of the blind revealed that four of the
eight responders had been treated with placebo and four
with active drug. Mechanical problems with the PET cam-
era precluded the timely scanning of two of the original 17
subjects, both of whom remained clinically symptomatic
at 6 weeks and later proved to have been given placebo.

Clinical improvement was comparable for the placebo-
and fluoxetine-responder groups, and there were no dif-
ferences in pretrial demographic or illness characteristics
or in cognitive performance variables (Table 1). There
were no significant differences after 1 week of the trial on
any clinical variable that predicted 6-week clinical out-
come in either group or distinguished patients given pla-
cebo from patients given drug. Factor subscores on the
Hamilton depression rating scale (61) evaluating mood,
sleep, and somatic symptoms also did not distinguish the
two groups.

Placebo response at 6 weeks was associated with signif-
icant regional metabolic changes (scan 3 versus baseline
metabolism: beta-2=3.97, df=1972, p<0.0001). Both in-
creases and decreases in glucose metabolism that in-

volved both neocortical and limbic-paralimbic regions
were identified (Figure 1, top). Areas of significant in-
creases in metabolism were seen in the prefrontal cortex
(Brodmann’s area 9/46), premotor cortex (Brodmann’s
area 6), inferior parietal cortex (Brodmann’s area 40), pos-
terior insula, and posterior cingulate (Brodmann’s area
23/31). Decreases in metabolism were localized to the
subgenual cingulate (Brodmann’s area 25), hypothalamus,
thalamus, supplementary sensory area insula, and para-
hippocampus (Table 2, left).

One-week metabolic changes in placebo responders did
not meet the omnibus threshold for significance. Placebo
nonresponders were not evaluated because of an inade-
quate group size (N=3; no 6-week scan for two of the three
nonresponders).

Response to active fluoxetine treatment was also as-
sociated with significant regional metabolic changes (scan 3
minus baseline metabolism: beta-2=3.44, df=1972, p<0.0006).
The pattern of metabolic change closely matched that
seen with response to placebo (Table 2, right). Drug re-
sponders, however, showed additional changes in metab-
olism in subcortical and limbic regions (Figure 1, bottom).
Specifically, fluoxetine response was associated with
unique increases in brainstem metabolism and metabolic

FIGURE 1. Changes in Regional Glucose Metabolism in Eight Depressed Patients Who Responded to Fluoxetine or Placebo
Over 6 Weeksa

a Slice location is in millimeters relative to the anterior commissure line. Increases in metabolism are in red; decreases are in yellow. Cortical
increases and limbic-paralimbic decreases were seen under both conditions. Fluoxetine response was additionally associated with brainstem
increases and hippocampal and striatal decreases.
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decreases in the striatum, hippocampus, and anterior in-
sula. There were no regional changes that were unique to
placebo responders at 6 weeks.

While the locations of regional changes showed remark-
able concordance across groups, the magnitude of changes
with fluoxetine treatment was generally greater and the
number of pixels demonstrating significant changes for a
given region generally involved a greater volume than that
seen with placebo response (Table 2, Figure 2).

Discussion

There are two key findings from this small but unique
study of brain changes in glucose metabolism associated
with placebo response. First, placebo response was associ-
ated with regionally specific changes in brain function.
Second, while comparable brain changes were seen with
both drug and placebo administration, drug response was
not merely the same as the placebo effect, as active fluoxe-
tine treatment was associated with additional and unique
changes in the brainstem, striatum, and hippocampus.
Despite these differences, clinical response to treatment,
independent of whether the substance administered was
active fluoxetine or placebo, was associated with a com-
mon pattern of reciprocal changes in specific cortical and
paralimbic regions.

Response Mechanisms

Mechanisms of antidepressant medication response have
generally focused on adaptive neurochemical changes, in-
cluding long-term aminergic reuptake inhibition and asso-
ciated presynaptic autoregulatory desensitization, up- and
down-regulation of multiple postsynaptic receptor sites,
and receptor-mediated second messengers and neuro-
trophic effects (62–64). Pharmacological studies have em-
phasized a bottom-up cascade; brainstem, limbic, and sub-
cortical sites are generally viewed as the primary sites of
drug action (65, 66), with secondary cortical changes seen
as secondary effects of long-term treatment (67–71).

Nonpharmacological antidepressant treatments, on the
other hand, emphasize the alteration of relevant cogni-
tions, affects, and maladaptive information processing
caused by the clinical depression (72–75). Attention to
development of new cognitive strategies that enhance
awareness of self-defeating thinking styles and behavioral
patterns that contribute to feelings of depression is a pri-
mary goal (76–80). These approaches can also be concep-
tualized as affecting changes in specific neural pathways
by means of top-down or cortical mechanisms.

Placebo administration, while inarguably a nonphar-
macological intervention, has certain distinctions from
more explicit cognitive or psychotherapeutic strategies.
From a cognitive perspective, placebo administration,

FIGURE 2. Anatomical Concordance of Changes in Regional Glucose Metabolism in Eight Depressed Patients Who
Responded to Fluoxetine or Placebo Over 6 Weeks
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unlike formal cognitive therapies, is an implicit form of
antidepressant treatment (1–3). Also, there is an expecta-
tion that improvement will take place, but unlike cogni-
tive or other psychotherapeutic approaches, there is no
specific or explicit process or procedure involved. More-
over, placebo administration is also not a totally passive
process. Patients in a placebo-controlled trial enter into a
formal research relationship with a well-defined begin-
ning and end, with the hope and expectation that their
symptoms will improve over the course of the study (81,
82). The therapeutic milieu of an inpatient psychiatric
ward and the associated support system may be an addi-
tional factor (83, 84). A “resetting” of normal social and
physical rhythms disrupted by psychosocial stressors that
contribute to the initiation and maintenance of a depres-
sive state may be indirectly facilitated by an inpatient
treatment trial that removes a patient from the often mal-
adaptive environment in which his or her illness is per-
petuated (85, 86). It is therefore emphasized that adminis-
tration of placebo is not absence of treatment, just an
absence of active medication. These findings have impor-
tant implications for more specific types of nonpharma-
cological therapies that explicitly target maladaptive cog-
nitive processing. Clearly, this psychosocial and physical
re-setting facilitated by the hospitalization itself was not
adequate to initiate or maintain a clinical response in all
patients in our study.

Fluoxetine-Specific Metabolic Effects

The unique brain changes in the brainstem and hippo-
campus seen in the group receiving active fluoxetine might
be interpreted as medication effects responsible for side
effects rather than as clinical response. Said another way,
one might view the findings as supporting the premise
that both groups showed a placebo response, with no
added value of active drug. However, this does not appear
to be the case, because responders and nonresponders re-
ceiving the active drug did not show comparable brain
changes (29). To the contrary, modification of hippocam-

pal and brainstem metabolic changes seen early (1 week)
in the course of treatment in all patients receiving active
drug did not occur in the patients who showed no clinical
improvement at 6 weeks. A drug-response interaction ef-
fect appeared necessary for treatment response, with the
brainstem and hippocampus playing a fundamental role
in mediating cortical and limbic effects (63, 64). These
time-course effects were discussed in detail in a previous
article on this patient group (29).

Time Course of Regional Changes

Also unanswered is whether the additional hippo-
campal, brainstem, striatal, and insula changes seen
uniquely in drug-treated responders facilitates and main-
tains clinical response in the long term. It might be spec-
ulated that modulation of these regions results in the ob-
served changes of greater magnitude in response-specific
cortical and paralimbic regions, thus strengthening or
stabilizing the newly established state of equilibrium over
time (64, 67–70). It is additionally hypothesized that ab-
sence of these changes in placebo responders may put
this group at greater risk for relapse and recurrence. Clin-
ical experience and research studies of relapse suggest
that long-term response to therapy is better maintained
with active drug than with placebo (13). Mechanisms me-
diating chronic fluctuations in the disease state with an-
ticipated recurrences, however, remain an open issue (14–
16). Since the placebo responders, like the drug respond-
ers, did not have a complete remission by the end of the 6-
week trial, all of the patients were offered active drug and
individualization of treatment at the completion of the
PET study. It is, therefore, not possible to determine if the
brain metabolism changes were adequate to prevent re-
lapse in those receiving placebo over time.

In this study, there were no significant demographic,
clinical, or neuropsychological markers indicating pro-
pensity for placebo response, although the group was
clearly very small (87–90). It was noted, however, that pla-
cebo responders, unlike drug responders, showed a com-

TABLE 1. Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Depressed Patients Who Responded to Fluoxetine or Placebo Over 6
Weeks

Characteristic

Placebo Responders (N=4) Fluoxetine Responders (N=4)

Baseline 1 Week 6 Weeks Baseline 1 Week 6 Weeks

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Age (years) 46 2 42 12
Length of current episode (weeks) 12 8 10 12
Lifetime number of episodes 1.8 1 2.8 2
Years without depression 9 11 12 9
Education (years) 12 3 13 2
Scores on Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression

25-item version 33 5 25 5 16 3 32 6 25 5 16 5
17-item version 23 2 18 3 11 0 22 5 18 34 11 4

Score on State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (60) 52 12 49 15 46 9 57 11 52 21 45 15
Scores on behavioral tests (51)

Motor (seconds) 46 4 42 3 45 5 55 10 51 8 47 6
Trails B (seconds) 78 14 63 15 69 9 80 21 62 8 57 11
Stroop (seconds) 89 38 68 4 77 21 78 27 83 48 63 12
Verbal fluency (animals) 12 3 18 5 17 9 13 8 16 3 21 5
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mon 6-week, response-specific increase in posterior cin-
gulate metabolism at 1 week. While the overall 1-week
metabolic pattern did not reach omnibus significance,
this early change is noteworthy since with active fluoxe-
tine, metabolism in this region decreases at 1 week and
then increases by 6 weeks of treatment in drug responders.
The switch at 1 and 6 weeks does not occur in drug nonre-
sponders (29). Presence of this early response-specific
change in placebo responders suggests an important early
effect critical to facilitating more widespread changes
seen with long-term administration.

The ability to up-regulate activity in the posterior cingu-
late (i.e., increase metabolism) may be an early indicator
of the brain’s compensatory capacity. This speculation is
supported by a recent report (40) demonstrating compa-
rable increases in metabolism in the posterior cingulate
midway through a 12-week course of interpersonal psy-
chotherapy. Known anatomical connections from the pos-
terior cingulate to the identified cortical, limbic, and
brainstem regions that are necessary for clinical response
are one possible mechanism mediating these effects (91–
93). Early increases in metabolism in the posterior cingu-

TABLE 2. Changes in Regional Glucose Metabolism in Depressed Patients Who Responded to Fluoxetine or Placebo Over 6
Weeks

Change in Metabolism, 
Brain Region, and Side

Brodmann’s
Areaa

Placebo Responders (N=4) Fluoxetine Responders (N=4)

Change From Baseline Change From Baseline

Regional Coordinatesb
Absolute

(mm3) zc Percentd
Regional Coordinatesb

Absolute
(mm3) zc Percentdx y z x y z

Increase
Prefrontal

Right 46 40 16 22 336 3.1 8 34 22 24 776 3.3 14
42 28 18 408 3.1

9 26 12 38 752 3.9 10
Anterior cingulate 24b –8 10 30 32 2.6 7 12 8 26 136 2.7 16
Premotor

Left 6 –46 –12 28 16 2.3 3 –32 8 30 520 3.3 11
Right 52 –14 28 112 2.7 42 0 32 656 4.2

Inferior parietal
Left 40 –24 –46 30 64 2.6 8 –38 –44 34 104 2.6 17
Right 30 –52 30 32 2.5 42 –34 34 312 2.8

Posterior cingulate 31 10 –42 28 376 3.0 22 –8 –32 30 328 3.3 23
23 0 –24 26 896 4.5 6 –28 22 400 3.6

12 –42 18 256 3.0
Posterior insula

Left –34 –24 8 328 3.0 7 –36 –38 12 160 2.7 7
Right 38 –24 10 512 3.4 36 –26 2 264 3.5

Pons 4 –26 –13 56 2.6 14
Decrease

Subgenual cingulate 25 –6 22 –2 8 –2.2 –10 10 22 –14 488 –3.2 –18
Subgenual cingulate/

hypothalamus 25 –4 10 –6 440 –3.4 –10 0 0 –4 56 –2.6 –18
Thalamus

Left –16 –32 10 456 –3.1 –4 6 –4 6 64 –2.4 –4
Right 16 –12 12 344 –3.0

Supplementary 
sensory area (SII)
Left –38 –32 22 672 –4.1 –10
Right 34 –18 22 360 –3.5 40 –18 18 704 –3.7 –12

Parahippocampus
Left –24 –46 –4 8 –2.2 –2 –24 –40 –2 296 –3.0 –10
Right 22 –38 –6 8 –2.0 30 –30 –10 112 –2.7

Caudate
Left –16 14 8 336 –2.7 –8
Right 18 16 0 232 –3.2

Putamen/pallidum
Left –26 –2 8 160 –2.8 –9
Right 28 –4 8 456 –3.2

Hippocampus
Left –20 –20 –14 392 –3.0 –18
Right 22 –18 –18 296 –3.5

Anterior insula
Left –27 20 2 72 –2.6 –12
Right 40 18 2 432 –3.5

38 4 10 264 –3.0
a Talairach and Tournoux (54).
b Millimeters relative to anterior commissure line—x: right (+)/left (–); y: anterior (+)/posterior (–); z: superior (+)/inferior (–).
c z>2.6, p<0.01; z>3.09, p<0.001; z>4.0, p<0.0001 (two-tailed).
d Averaged across region.
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late may also prove to be a marker of drug responsivity,
identifiable during the placebo wash-in phase of a clinical
trial (94–96). Evidence that placebo nonresponders fail to
show this 1-week posterior cingulate change would
strongly support this hypothesis. There was inadequate
power to test this hypothesis in the current study.

Other Considerations

The possibility of spontaneous remission as part of the
natural course of a major depressive episode is also an is-
sue in the evaluation of clinical response to any treatment
intervention. In the present study, there was no way to de-
termine whether spontaneous remission might have con-
tributed to the effect for either the patients administered
placebo or drug. The ideal control group to address this
question—patients actively prescribed no treatment—
were not studied (97), as we did not consider this situation
to be ethical. There were, however, no significant differ-
ences between groups with respect to episode duration
before hospitalization (Table 1). Statistical power was in-
adequate to examine time course differences in clinical re-
sponse between the 1-week and 6-week PET scans. None-
theless, even if some patients did have spontaneous

recovery rather than a placebo or drug response, the com-
mon changes across groups would still support our hy-
pothesis that symptom improvement requires changes in
specific brain regions.

In conclusion, the combination of dorsal-cortical in-
creases and limbic-paralimbic decreases in glucose me-
tabolism, with response to both drug and placebo inter-
vention, suggests that therapy for depression targeting
either subcortical (brainstem) or cortical (frontal-poste-
rior cingulate) sites should be equally effective if there is a
preserved compensatory capacity in the obligatory circuit
overall (Figure 3). Progressively more aggressive treat-
ments needed to ameliorate symptoms in some patients
may reflect the poor adaptive capacity of this network.
Similarly, the functional integrity of these pathways may
explain the comparable clinical efficacy of pharmacologi-
cal and cognitive treatments in randomized controlled tri-
als conducted in patients with nonrefractory depression.
The results of this study therefore suggest that facilitation
of specific adaptive reciprocal limbic-cortical changes is
necessary for depression remission, regardless of the
mode of treatment (98).

FIGURE 3. Relationships Among Brain Regions Mediating Response in Eight Depressed Patients Who Responded to Fluox-
etine or Placebo Over 6 Weeksa

a Regions with known anatomical and functional connections that also show significant metabolic changes after 6 weeks of successful treat-
ment are grouped into three compartments. Solid blue regions signify areas with a net metabolic decrease with treatment; solid red areas
are those with a net increase. Open black areas signify areas with hypermetabolism before treatment that were unchanged by treatment.
Open red (increases) and blue (decreases) areas showed unique changes after active fluoxetine treatment. Solid arrows identify known recip-
rocal cortical-limbic, limbic-paralimbic, and cingulate-cingulate connections. Dotted arrows indicate known cortical-striatal-thalamic path-
ways. The model proposes that illness remission occurs when there is inhibition of paralimbic and subcortical regions and activation of pre-
viously hypofunctioning dorsal areas, an effect facilitated by the bottom-up (brainstem/hippocampus) actions of fluoxetine and the top-down
(posterior cingulate/cortical) effects of placebo.
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